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Abstract

Whole-brain imaging is challenging because it demands microscopes with high temporal and spatial resolution, which
are often at odds, especially in the context of large fields of view. We have designed and built a light-sheet microscope
with digital micromirror illumination and light-field detection. On the one hand, light sheets provide high resolution
optical sectioning on live samples without compromising their viability. On the other hand, light field imaging makes it
possible to reconstruct full volumes of relatively large fields of view from a single camera exposure; however, its
enhanced temporal resolution comes at the expense of spatial resolution, limiting its applicability. We present an
approach to increase the resolution of light field images using DMD-based light sheet illumination. To that end, we
develop a method to produce synthetic resolution targets for light field microscopy and a procedure to correct the depth
at which planes are refocused with rendering software. We measured the axial resolution as a function of depth and show
a three-fold potential improvement with structured illumination, albeit by sacrificing some temporal resolution, also
three-fold. This results in an imaging system that may be adjusted to specific needs without having to reassemble and
realign it. This approach could be used to image relatively large samples at high rates.

Keywords: Light field microscopy, light sheet fluorescence microscopy, resolution enhancement, structured
illumination, Digital Micromirror Device

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in fluorescent indicators such as calcium markers and transgenic model organisms has allowed the study
of rapid dynamic biological processes in vivo like neural signaling, cardiovascular activity, and bacterial populations.
Still, current imaging techniques have limitations to study these processes because of the trade-off between spatial
resolution and temporal resolution. Confocal microscopy has good resolution but records images sequentially voxel by
voxel in each slice and slice by slice, making it too slow to understand dynamic processes in three dimensions. Light
Sheet Fluorescence Microscopy (LSFM) which also has good resolution and is more efficient light-wise, records
individual slices in parallel making it orders of magnitude faster1, still since different sections are recorded sequentially,
its detection speed is limited by how fast the sample or the detection objective can be moved. Progress has been achieved
using high speed and sensitivity CMOS cameras and power piezo translators for either the detection objective or the
sample, but for example in the case of whole-brain electrical activity in zebrafish embryos the speed is in the order of
about a whole brain volume per second, which may miss many aspects related to the timing of brain activity2. Other
methods to increase the speed include electrically tunable lenses3 and extended depth of field via spherical aberration4 or
wavefront coding5,6, but they have only been shown in sparse neural networks.
Imaging large volumes under LSFM is limited by the speed of its sequential plane acquisition. Light field imaging, on
the other hand, acquires a single volume in parallel, with a single exposure of the camera. However, this high temporal
resolution comes at the cost of spatial resolution. Light field microscopy has been used to image neural activity in live
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embryos7,8 and fluid dynamics9, for instance. So far, in the context of neural activity, it has been possible to follow the
activity of neural structures for sparse neuron distributions8.
For light field imaging, limited resolution is a consequence of the limited available information that can be read by the
detector. Any enhancement of the spatial resolution either attempts to optimize the way in which information is used in
the imaging process or attempts to include additional information in the reconstruction. Approaches attempting to
optimize the use of information encompass the enhancement of angular resolution based on the local estimation of
disparity maps10, which have proven useful for macroscopic light field photography but where specimens are transparent,
disparity maps have little significance. Approaches attempting to incorporate additional information include calculated
PSF-based deconvolution11, computational super-resolution methods in which ground-truth orthographic images are used
as targets for the optimization of image interpolation12, and merging complementary light fields through graph
regularization13,; and the imposition of constraints on certain features of the reconstruction, such as texture14, which is
also useful in photography but meaningless in microscopy. Between the two general approaches, we opt for the addition
of new information, but we highlight the need to incorporate it rapidly.
Lateral resolution changes as a function of depth in light field microscopes, and this has been characterized previously15,
showing that it is reduced away from the focal plane of the detection objective and at the focal plane itself, similar to a
cardioid around the focal depth, unless phase masks are used16. Yet little is known about axial resolution in a light field
microscope and, to our best knowledge, no previous work has fully characterized its dependence on depth.
Here, we explore the potential of light sheet and light field microscopy used in a complementary manner in order to gain
spatial resolution in the axial direction of the detector objective (defined as z here) with respect to traditional light field
microscopy, and in a way that should result in improved temporal resolution with respect to LSFM. We incorporate light
field detection to a light sheet microscope that uses a digital micromirror device (DMD) to project illumination planes on
the sample. In order to improve the spatial resolution of the detection depth, we propose to structurally illuminate the
sample with light sheets separated more than the axial resolution of the detection. We make use of our light sheet
illumination to study the dependence of axial resolution on depth in light field microscopy. We propose to image the full
volume in several exposures of the camera, each corresponding to one set of resolvable planes.

2. METHODS
2.1. Optical set-up
We built a light field microscope in which we could selectively illuminate certain planes in the sample, as shown in
figure 1. To this end, we combined a light sheet and a light field microscope. In our setup, light from a 488nm 200mW
diode laser (Cobolt, 06-MLD) was directed onto a digital micromirror device (Texas Instruments, DLPLCR6500EVM).
Each light sheet was formed by turning on a vertical fringe on the DMD and projected onto the sample via a 200mm tube
lens and the illumination objective (either a 20x 0.6 NA from Edmund Optics or a Leica 10x 0.25). Our test samples
consisted of 2μm fluorescent beads suspended in an agarose cylinder hanging from a glass capillary.
An Olympus LUMFLN 60XW 1.1 NA water immersion objective collected the fluorescence from the micrometric
beads. The orthographic detection arm of the microscope serves for inspection and sample navigation, as getting oriented
in light field captures is not necessarily intuitive. This detection system consisted of an f=100mm achromat and an
sCMOS camera. The light field detection included a band-pass filter to reject light from the illumination. Then, we used
an f=150mm achromat as the tube lens focusing the light on an f/#=21, Ø=100μm microlens array (RPC photonics),
closely matching the f-number in the detection arm. We translated the back focal plane of the microlenses onto the
sensor of a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2 digital CMOS camera by means of an M=1 relay pair.
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Figure 1.. Optical set-up
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This optimization returnedd a finer meaasurement of the spatial period
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Finally, we reescaled the ligght field captuure so that the spatial period
ds of the microolenses were iinteger multiples of pixels.
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Synthetic refocusing
We generated focal stacks by iterating over the refocusing parameter α as defined in 17, and solving the discrete version
of the integral, presented in 18,
′
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Where E’ is the intensity on the synthetic plane, u and v are the horizontal and vertical microlens coordinates, x´ and y´
are the horizontal and vertical coordinates for a pixel in the refocused plane, L is the light field tensor, R is the microlens
radius in pixels, and is the refocusing parameter which determines the plane F’, located at a distance z from the focal
plane F, on which light rays are refocused by the integral. The refocusing parameter is defined as follows:
=

′

=

+

2 .

Synthetic refocusing may be understood as a summation over the light field tensor, as expressed by equation 1, from the
fact that by inserting the microlens array, we spread light rays over various pixels on the camera sensor. Thus, when
reconstructing the intensity for a given pixel on the new synthetic plane, we intend to sum the intensities of all the light
rays that originated from that point in space and that were recorded by the sensor. As all those light rays intersect on that
point, their x, y coordinates may be expressed in terms of u and v and some indication of the position of the intersecting
point, namely the refocusing parameter .

2.3. Calibration of the refocusing parameter α

For a small range of depths, we found that α was essentially linear with depth; it was not linear over a larger range. Thus,
we found it necessary to evaluate the experimental dependence of α on z along a depth range of over 100μm. We used a
collection of light field captures of single microspheres placed at known depths using a micromanipulator and produced
a focal stack for each light field capture. We extracted the intensity profile for each stack along the z-axis and through
the center of the PSF. We then found the depth of maximal intensity, which was the depth at which the microsphere had
been localized in the light field reconstruction. We noticed that for intermediate depths between 30 and 60μm, α
exhibited a linear dependence on z, as described by eq. 2. However, over the range of 0 to 100μm, α was better described
by the arctangent of z, displaying an asymptotic behavior towards the end of the depth range, as shown in figure 2. This
factor may contribute to the degradation of resolution at large depths.
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Figure 2.. Calibration of
o the refocusiing parameterr α. Experimen
ntal calibration of the refocussing parameter alpha as a
function of
o the depth off the plane of innterest, α(z). α only exhibits th
he expected linnear dependencce on z within a relatively
narrow deepth range from
m about 30 to 60μm.
6
α is betteer described as the arctangent of the depth, rresulting in an asymptotic
a
behavior for
f planes farthher away from the focus. Suchh asymptotic beehavior limits the
t depth rangee of values of α needed to
reconstrucct a full volumee.
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Figure 3. Production off synthetic ressolution targetss. A. We prod
duced synthetic resolution targgets by acquirin
ng the light
field of a single fluoresceent microspheree in the field off view and then
n displacing the microsphere a known distance Δz along
the z-axis to acquire a seecond light fieldd. We then addeed the two lightt field captures and used the reesulting image to render a
volume. The
T rendered voolume corresponnded to a view of two microsp
pheres separatedd Δz. B. Orthoggraphic projectiions for the
rendered volume
v
of a sinngle microspherre.

In order to obbtain an initial estimate of the
t resolutionn of the system
m along the z-aaxis, we recorrded light fields of volumess
of a single 2μ
μm fluorescennt microsphere at different depths and ad
dded the intennsities of bothh images. By combining
c
thee
intensities at the sensor froom two light field exposurees from differrent depths it is possible too get an estimaate of the besst
resolution forr the spheres within
w
this deepth range, at least for our reconstruction
r
n algorithm. T
This process iss illustrated inn
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figure 3. Oncce a simple reconstruction
r
n was achieveed, we averag
ged the intenssities of 3 voxxels in the y--direction thaat
contained thee bead, and pllotted this aloong z in order to measure resolution.
r
Wee established a criterion forr resolution inn
the followingg way, essentiaally a Rayleiggh criterion: we
w fit the inten
nsity cross secttions in z alonng the center of
o the beads inn
the reconstrucction and fit thhose to two aiiry functions using
u
a Matlaab script. The beads
b
at diffeerent depths were
w resolvablee
if the first miinima of each airy functionn was at least at
a the maximu
um of the otheer airy functioon. It is imporrtant to do thiss
for both airy functions sincce their width may not be thhe same.

3. RESULT
TS
3.1. Axial reesolution dep
pendence on depth
d

Figure 4. Axial resolutiion as a functioon of depth un
nder wide-field
d side-illuminaation fluorescen
nce. The ability
y of a light
n apparent depeendence on deppth. Z refers to
o the depth
field micrroscope to resoolve light sourcces at differentt depths has an
position of
o the microspheere closest to thhe focal plane. Z = 0 correspon
nds to the focal plane. Lower is better.

In order to bee able to quanntify any resolution improvvements underr a structured illumination scheme, we first
f
calculatedd
the resolutionn of the system
m as a function of depth, ussing synthetic resolution tarrgets as descriibed in the meethods sectionn.
In brief, we combined thhe intensities from the im
mages of a paair of beads at different depths and after
a
a simplee
reconstructionn without decconvolution, we
w defined thaat the two beaads could be resolved if thee minimum off the fit of airyy
functions for each bead waas at least as far
f as the maxiimum of the other
o
bead. Foor each depth, we tested how
w far a secondd
bead had to be
b from that particular
p
deptth in order to be resolved, and
a report this minimum distance. Figurre 4 shows thee
dependence of
o the axial reesolution on depth.
d
In this figure,
f
Z referrs to the deptth of the microosphere closeest to the focaal
plane; as exppected z-resollution worsenns as we get away from th
he focal planne, i.e., as thee sample sits closer to thee
objective. This is comparabble to the resuults obtained by
b Cohen et all.16
n
3.2. Potentiaal of axial ressolution imprrovement witth structured illumination
In order to estimate
e
potenntial gains in resolution, innstead of obsserving two beads,
b
we buiilt a syntheticc arrangemennt
consisting of six 2μm polyyethylene fluorrescent microspheres separaated by 4,5μm
m from each otther along thee z-axis behindd
each other, as
a in figure 5.
5 We placed the first miccrosphere at z=13.5μm.
z
W know from
We
m figure 4 thaat neighboringg
microspheress sitting this close
c
may nott be resolvablle under widee field illuminnation light fi
field microsco
opy. Howeverr,
these six micrrospheres mayy be viewed as
a three pairs of
o beads, with
h the two beadds distanced 13,5μm. At this distance twoo
beads are cloose to being resolved
r
accorrding to Figurre 4. Since, as
a shown in figure
fi
1B we were able to generate lighht
sheets approxximately 4μm wide at the foocal plane, it should be posssible to illum
minate the sam
mple with sheetts thin enoughh
to avoid illum
minating moree than one beaad at a time. To
T establish if it is possible to resolve thee six beads witth a structuredd
illumination scheme, we decided
d
to usee three illumiination phasess, each illumiinating two beeads. The en
nhancement of
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axial resolution comes, however, at the cost of temporal resolution since we would have to expose the sample three
times.
Figure 5 shows that under this structured light sheet illumination scheme, beads within each exposure could be resolved.
Note that for the exposure of the beads further from the focal plane, beads were not resolvable by our criterion, although
a dip in their combined intensity profile can be easily appreciated. In contrast, when the six beads were illuminated
simultaneously under wide-field illumination black dots, it was impossible to distinguish the beads. This indicates that
our proposed method of light-sheet-light-field structured-illumination microscopy does enhance axial resolution around
three-fold (4.5 microns instead of 15), which is essentially as much as the time penalty. Note that in order to reconstruct
this volume we would have to use the fits and re-localize the fluorescence intensity to the planes we know are
illuminated, with the particular width of the light sheet with which it was illuminated.
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Figure 5. Axial resolution in a synthetic sample composed of closely spaced light sources. (Left top) A synthetic sample
of six 2μm polyethylene fluorescent microspheres is produced and rendered as if all beads were illuminated simultaneously.
Under this illumination, neighboring beads separated by 4,5μm are not resolvable. (Left bottom) Synthetic light fields are
produced emulating the selective illumination of the six beads in three exposures, each containing two lit beads and four
unlit beads. Under this illumination, neighboring beads in one exposure sit 13,5μm apart. A sacrifice of temporal resolution
has been made in favor of axial resolution. (Right) Intensity profiles of the reconstructed volume corresponding to Left top in
black, in which the six beads are not resolvable, and to the three reconstructions corresponding to Left bottom, in which the
pairs of beads are resolvable (except for the third exposure). The fits to the Airy disks are included to show that the beads
are indeed resolvable.

4. DISCUSSION
We built a light sheet light field microscope with which it is possible to illuminate a sample using a DMD. We were able
to produce multiple light sheets at different depths, and it should be possible to vary their separation and width according
do different needs and structure them to illuminate a sample. We measured how the axial resolution of the system
changed with depth in our optical setup under wide-field fluorescence. We compared this resolution with the one that
could be obtained when illuminating the sample in a synthetic experiment and demonstrated an axial resolution
improvement from ~15μm to ~4.5μm (i.e by about three-fold) while reducing temporal resolution also three-fold. This
is of special interest because the improvement in axial resolution is not more than the sacrifice in temporal resolution,
making a system based in this technology flexible according to the experimental needs in spatial and temporal resolution.
We also experimentally calibrated the refocusing parameter α in our software in order to correctly refocus planes over
large depths and evidenced its non-linearity over large depth ranges. The DMD is also interesting in this context as
resolution is not constant with depth, decreasing away from the focal plane. Given these two limitations, it should be
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possible to adjust the spacing between the light sheets generated by the DMD in order to compensate or the non-linearity
of the reconstruction and the changes (and necessities) in resolution with depth.
The structured light sheet illumination presented here could be useful to give flexibility and/or improve the resolution of
other methods that are able to obtain high-resolution images at multiple depths such as extended depth of field or
multifocus microscopy 19,20. Multifocus Microscopy projects different depths of a sample on different parts of the
camera’s sensor using a diffractive element, sacrificing field of view and limiting the emission bandwidth of the
fluorophores. However, for the imaging of large fields of view, larger cameras, or tiled cameras such as those used in
astronomy would be necessary. We expect our approach to be more flexible and adaptable, enabling the use of one
instrument across different samples, either with light field detection or other extended depth of field detection method,
by effectively making samples sparser.
The field of view for the light field detection at the focal plane is of roughly 250μmx250μm. Although the field of view
decreases as we image planes further from the focal plane, the estimated observable volume of
250μmx250μmx100μm works well for imaging C elegans, large sections of the larval zebrafish brain, or a good portion
of Drosophila embryos, for instance. Given the flexible design of the technique, a light sheet light field microscope
could be readily adapted to image different samples.
A significant limitation of the illumination method is that a large portion of the power to illuminate the sample is wasted
for each individual micromirror that is on the off state. This could be resolved by using diffractive elements and galvo
scanners, at the expense of flexibility. Moreover, the whole power is, by design, distributed among various light sheets,
further increasing the need for higher intensity lasers.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we measure the dependence on depth of the axial resolution of a light field microscope under wide-field
fluorescence illumination and its subsequent enhancement thanks to selective-plane illumination using light sheets by
means of synthetic resolution targets. We demonstrate that a three-fold enhancement of the axial resolution of the
microscope can be achieved in a dense sample (in the z direction) by reducing temporal resolution to a third. We also
evaluate the dependence on depth of the refocusing parameter used in light field rendering software and demonstrate that
it must be experimentally calibrated when deep volumes are to be imaged. In future work we expect to validate the
method with animal samples as well as its temporal resolution in those samples.
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